
what s burning at BYU
the role of combustion

and our work to understand it

L douglas smoot

PREFLAMEPRE FLAME observations introductory COMMENTS

I1 have been fascinated by combustingcombusting or exploding fuels for as
long as I1 can remember when I1 was a boy firecrackers were a favorite
though not always lawful hobby As my wife and I1 sit at a fireplace
she reflects on our home and family and I1 think of the cellulose in
the wood pyrolyzing and thermally cracking to produce soot I1 have
spent the past twenty four years researching one aspect or another of
this burning subject

I1 have been continuously at BYU since the fall of 1967 and have
conducted research during this entire period in a field that we call
I1 combustion this is a very general term that refers to an inter-
disciplinary subject of broad interest and application topics may range
from forest fires to rockets from jet engines to power plants from
automobile motors to candles and from coal mine explosions to
fireplaces the word combustion refers to the chemical reaction of a
fuel with an oxidizer such as oxygen with significant release of heat
such chemical processes are complicated by the transfer of heat the
turbulent flow of the reacting fluids or the motion of droplets or
particles illustration 1 shows many of the physical and chemical
processes that take place during combustion of coal in a large furnace
that generates power for our use because of the complexity of these
processes the understanding of combustion requires broad insight from
several fields

I1 have organized this presentation after the manner of a burning
candle so often used as the symbol of combustion A candle is first
lit by an ignition source it radiates light and heat to its surroundings
it provides a flame to start other fires and it burns brightly until it
is extinguished thus itit proceeds through the phases 1 ignition

L douglas smoot is a professor of chemical engineering and dean of the college of engineering and
technology at brigham young university this article was first presented as the BYU distinguished faculty
lecture for 1985
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2 radiation 3 flame spreading 4 combustion and 5 extinguish-
ment my presentation will follow these same phases with these
introductory comments referred to as pre flame observations

before we light the candle I1 must acknowledge the contributions
of many it has been said by someone that in art it is 1 I but in science
it is we so much of what I1 say is due to others just at BYU I1 have
worked with over sixty research students and at least ten faculty members
directly in our combustion work I1 have received continuing support
from administrators at every level I1 have found only encouragement
at this university for creative endeavor in fact it is difficult to identify
any one accomplishment for which I1 have been solely responsible

but my sense of acknowledgment goes far beyond this my wife
and children all present at this lecture and who by friday will number
seven counting marriage unions are each bright candles in my soul
my parents and hers all here add fuel to my flame and I1 glow more
brightly when I1 listen to you my university associates talk about the
flames in your lives such as the bard and the lord families and
contracts scriptural fingerprints flora and fauna bridges
in our lives or nineteenth century mormon communities so
much about the fire of a great university derives from the different
fuels of our various disciplines and as I1 walk this campus I1 sense the
sacrifice of those before me particularly for me my great grandfather
abraham owen smoot and this fans my flame of dedication to this
university but now let me tell you about the burning candle of my
professional life in the sermon on the mount jesus said neither
do men light a candle and put it under a bushel but on a candlestick
and it giveth light unto all that are in the house matt 515 1I only
hope my candle will give light to all that are in this house

IGNITION WHEN DID THE FIRE START

the history of combustion parallels the history ofmankind natural
fires must have occurred before mans footprints were made in the sands
of the earth volcanic lava lightning and the desert sun must have
helped to form the earth I1 learned during last years lecture trip to
mainland china that peking man according to present knowledge
performed the first combustion experiments a half million years ago
the ashes of organized fires remain in these prehistoric caves as a record
of these early researchers

FE J weinberg suggests that mankind learned to ignite fires as
recently as thirty thousand years ago then followed the use of fire for
making tools somewhere from five thousand to ten thousand years
ago ancient civilizations expressed these events in myths according
to the greeks prometheus brought man the fire he stole from zeus
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the god of lightning and thunder in the legends ofjapanofjapan earth mother
Izanami after having given birth to the various deities gave birth to
the god of fire who burned her terribly and caused her death 1 well
before the time of christ empedocles of acragas fifth century BC
had thought of fire as one of the basic elements of primal matter 2

from vergils sixth eclogue 43 37 BC we read

he sang how in the mighty void the seeds of earth and of air and of
ocean and of fire that pure thing ranged themselves together and
how from these principles all the elements arose systematically cohering
in the tender globe of the world 3

following the alchemists in rapid and recent succession came the
early explorations of combustion and the role of oxygen by priestley
and lavoisier in the 1770s4the1770s4 the discovery of the nature of the explosion
propagation and flammability of premixed gases by le chachateliertelierteiler in
18835 and the description of the candlelikecandle like diffusion flame by burke
and schumann in 1928 6 of course these discoveries only illustrate the
vast scientific contributions on which our present understanding of
combustion is based thus the role of fire has been with us from the
first and has pervaded all facets of our lives

RADIATION HOW DOES THE FLAME WARM US

fire has continued from early man to pervade our lives and warm
our souls in the scriptures we find frequent reference to fire sometimes
to brighten our souls as in isaiah 5011

1 behold all ye that kindle
a fire that compass yourselves about with sparks walk in the light of
your fire and in the sparks that ye have kindled and sometimes to
quench our natural tendencies as in doctrine and covenants 4333
and the wicked shall go away into unquenchable fire and their end

no man knoweth on earth
reference to fire is also common in our best literature you will

remember pippin the discontented youth in the country of gaul who
sought life s fulfillment through power war and love recall these lines
from near the end where leader tries to enticeentice pippin to a spectacular
if destructive end

when he does it its just a trick but when you do it itll be for real

when I1 do it you mean you want me to get into that thing and set
myself on fire

wait a minute
you will step into that flame pippin
become part of that flame
become flame itself
and for the moment shine with unequalledunequalled brilliance
and in that flame youll become a glorious synthesis of life and death 7
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shakespeare also dramatized with fire from the taming of the
shrew can you hear grumio in petruchiospetruchiusPetruchios house warming himself
by the fire

was ever man so weary I1 am sent before to make a fire and they are
coming after to warm them now were not I1 a little pot and soon hot
my very lips might freeze to my teeth my tongue to the roof of my mouth
my heart in my belly ere I1 should come by a fire to thaw me but I1
with blowing the fire shall warm myself for considering the weather
a taller man than I1 will take cold

41341541.3413 11

or do you recall petruchiotruchiopetruccioPe in reference to the taming of kathrina
and where two raging fires meet together they do consume the thing
that feeds their fury though little fire grows great with little wind yet
extreme gusts will blow out fire and all

21.13221132 35

from early art through the dutch masters and on to modern art
men have captured fire on canvas rembrandt used the path of the fires
light to immortality as is suggested in his painting the holy family

more than this fire warms our bodies few of us have stopped
to consider the role of fire in our way of life the present annual world
consumption of energy is equivalent to one hundred and forty million
barrels of oil per day with the united states consuming over one third
of the total more than 97 percent of this total comes from the burning
of wood and the fossil fuels coal oil and gas most of the balance
is from hydroelectric and nuclear energy sources 8

nearly all of the worlds transportation moves on fires released
energy aircraft cars trucks ships trains agnew estimates that the
spark ignition and combustion of a small quantity of gasoline occurs
over ten quintillion times 1019 each year or three hundred billion
times a second in the united states alone and he documents the
significant contributions of combustion research on today s auto engines
in control of knock increased mileage per gallon and reduction in
pollutants 9

most of the worlds industrial power is generated from the
combustion of fossil fuels the power in our homes whether electric
or gas whether in the fireplace or the furnace is provided through
combustion we cook through fire directly or indirectly when you
bake a roast do you envision the remote coal fire of a large power
generating plant the weapons in our national defense arsenal from
conventional weapons such as rifles and cannons to advanced rockets
burn fuels to achieve their destination and we relax by fire who here
does not love the warmth of a log fire on a winters night

our high standard of living is related somewhat to the use of energy
from combustion illustration 2 shows the relationship between the
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gross national product for several nations and their energy consumption
per capita energy consumption in the united states is about four
hundred thousand megajoulesmegajoules per year which some have estimated
to be equivalent to the work that could be done by twentyfivetwenty five servants
working around the clock for every united states citizencitizenjo jo10 and nearly
all of this energy is made available to us through controlled combustion
processes how is this energy used in our country illustration 3

shows proportions of use in transportation 25 percent by industry
41 percent in our homes 19 percent and in commerce 14 percent

but we have also known from the time we were little children
that the fire that warms our bodies can also burn I1 refer here to more
destructive fires that consume buildings and forests and bring explosive
death in our coal mines these problems are secondary to the indirect
hazards of combustion that presently and appropriately focus our
national attention the worldwide burning of fossil fuels has brought
us carbon monoxide from our automobiles smog over our large cities
and acid rain downwind from our generating plants with the present
public rejection of nuclear power and with no near term alternatives
to the use of fossil fuels to provide our energy these problems will
require our increased attention

the atmosphere that we breathe is made mostly of nitrogen and
oxygen which we know as life giving gases yet when nitrogen
and oxygen combine during high temperature combustion a new
compound nitrogen oxide is formed which is a hazardous pollutant
to humans animals and plants and causes smog about one trillion
pounds per year of this pollutant are emitted from automobiles power
stations and aircraft around the world this is equivalent to two
hundred pounds per year for every soul living in the world

about two hundred times more per year of sulfur oxides or one
hundred billion tons per year are also emitted with 70 percent coming
from fossil fueled mostly coal electric generating stationsstationsj2these12 these sulfur
oxides in the atmosphere combine with rainwater to form an acid that
threatens our forests and marine life we also worry though without
firm evidence about the possibility of increasing carbon dioxide
concentration in our atmosphere causing undesirable changes in our
weather we call this the greenhouse effect

we suffer in still other ways from this fire that otherwise frees us
from a life of hard labor we kill over forty five thousand souls per
year on our country s highways with vehicles powered by combustion
we and our adversaries use fire to power our defense weapons that
bring us an uncertain peace while we sleep with an uneasy sense of
security

thus we see that fire provides us with the high standard of living
that we enjoy while presenting us significant challenges that we must
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solve through research to wisely use our combustible resources and
that is where our research comes in

FLAME SPREADING HOW DID WE GET STARTED AT BYU

just as a flame spreads across the logs in a fireplace or through
a forest so has combustion research expanded at BYU from modest
beginnings this is not the place to give a comprehensive history of
combustion research work at BYU but a brief summary of some key
decisions and events may illustrate why we are burning what we burn
however I1 must emphasize that this brief historical perspective will
not account for combustion related research conducted by those not
associated with the combustion laboratory

for me it all started with sputnik the first russian launch of a
space capsule in 1958 the american response to this development
brought to the state of utah a new business in solid propellants for
missile power hercules and thiokol were among early pioneers in these
fuels by 1960 when I1 joined the BYU chemical engineering faculty
of four fresh from phd work at the university of washington the
state s propulsion work was expanding and in need of technical help
I1 had never taken courses in combustion or propulsion but summer
employment and consulting opportunities were irresistibly challenging
this was my first introduction to combustion A four year period of
full time employment at lockheed propulsion company from 1963
to 1967 helped to develop the critical experiences in the marketing of
research ideas

after I1 returned to BYU in 1967 my combustion research work
dealt with rocket exhausts hybrid propellants and air breathing rockets
early contracts from the navy air force and NASA provided a
foundation professor ralph coates joined professor duane horton and
myself in 1968 and much of the early aerospace combustion work at
BYU was conducted by this group of three without a doctoral program
and with limited test facilities this general focus continued for a very
few more years until it seemed apparent that propulsion related
combustion research would decline in the early seventies professor
coates started a small coal research program and shortly afterwards
the three of us obtained a new contract with the US bureau of mines
to study coal dust explosions

not many universities were doing energy related combustion
research so when the oil crisis of 1973 occurred we were in the right
place at the right time even though our experience was limited since
then our work in the combustion of fossil fuels particularly coal has
continued to expand my two early associates developed separate research
efforts and both subsequently left the university I1 started to think
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about burning coal in gasifiers and furnaces somehow it seemed a
natural transition from burning metal particles in rocket propellants to
coal particles in furnaces the basic physical and chemical processes were
similar and coal is the worlds most plentiful fossil fuel reserve coal
makes up nearly three quarters of the worlds known fossil fuel reserves
and nearly 90 percent of the known reserves in north america 13 the
united states has nearly a third of the worlds known coal reserves
with declining united states oil reserves we now import about half
of our oil needs since fossil fuels provide nearly all of our energy needs
and since coal is the most abundant reserve the need for further research
on this fuel seemed particularly important yet at the time of the oil
embargo research in the united states on this fuel was modest indeed

two large contracts with the US department of energy then
ERDA and the electric power research institute on coal gasificationgasification
and combustion in 1974 launched the BYU combustion laboratory
one of these two studies is still active after a decade while the second
lasted about eight years since then we have obtained about five million
dollars in grants and contracts from DOE EPRI TVA utah power and
light company foster wheeler babcock and wilcox the US bureau
of mines the national science foundationibundationinundation and others we have grown
to include six faculty and about twentyfivetwenty five to thirty graduate students
it requires more than a half million dollars a year to do our research
work since 1970 fifty six students have completed masters degree
work and twelve students have completed doctoral work our research
space has expanded from seven hundred square feet in 1968 to 10500
square feet today

today we are still working on the gasification and combustion of
coal and on coal dust fires and explosions our work has expanded to
include combustion of coal water mixtures char combustion and
the dynamics of flowing particle gas systems we have for a decade
worked on the development of computerized models for describing
these combustion processes these predictive methods have been
adopted by about thirty organizations in the united states europe
andandjapanjapan since 1977 we have published two books six invited review
papers over 120 publications including fifty three journal publications
and thirty five contract final reports during our two decades of
development the university s contributions and encouragement have
been significant and while we never received or expected to receive
all we asked for we were never discouraged

combustion HOW DOES THE FIRE BURN

I1 have discussed what we burn but not why or how now id like
to illustrate our method of working with just one example I1 noted
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earlier that control of pollutants will be vital to acceptable increased
use of our vast coal reserves I1 also mentioned that the oxides of nitrogen
which form during most combustion processes pollute our cities and
hurt our lungs the obvious question is easy how can we burn fossil
fuels efficiently while producing lower levels of nitrogen oxide if you
burn coal in just an ordinary fire the oxides of nitrogen might exceed
one part in a thousand parts in the gaseous products of combustion
that doesnt sound like much but federal law requires a threefoldthree fold
reduction from uncontrolled levels while thejapanesethe japanese want a tenfoldten fold
reduction this is certainly an international problem

but just identifying this problem as a possible research topic isnt
enough we must ask other key questions Is the research already being
done can we contribute do we have the right background and
equipment are we competitive and inevitably does some agency
with money want to know the answers we can provide much creative
work can be done with a pen and paper and some quiet time but
we need equipment and supplies and computers for our work and
graduate students these days expect to eat and they want the research
contracts to pay

well in the midmidseventiesmidsevendesseventies we found positive answers to all of these
questions and we found ourselves with a research contract now what
did we do next first we had to find out what was already known about
the problem and its solution for any technical research effort a
foundation of information is available in the library we found that
much was already known here are some things we learned from the
work of others

1 most coals contain about 1 percent of nitrogen called fuel nitrogen
as a part of the chemical structure of the coal

2 when the coal bumsburns this fuel nitrogen is released and reacts with
oxygen to produce the nitrogen oxide pollutants

3 A very common way being considered to reduce the oxides of nitrogen
from the fuel nitrogen 144was to keep oxygen away

we noted that most of the pollutant measurements were made
in the exhaust and not in the combustor we also determined that
nobody had devised a way to predict the formation of nitrogen oxides
during coal burning so we set out to make measurements of this
pollutant inside the combustor and to develop a computerized model
to calculate this process

completing this kind of work didnt happen overnight one
doctoral student built a combustor and taught us how to make
flame measurements 15 and a second made our first nitrogen oxide
measurements in a coal flamej61woflame 16 two more then did detailed studies
of this pollutant for different coals 17 it took us about six years to do
this work
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illustration 4 shows one of the more important results from these
last two studies we found that by swirling the combustion airair we could
lower the pollutant concentration by a factor of three and get even better
combustion of the coal we also measured the rate at which the
pollutant forms throughout the combustor as shown in illustration 5

notice how it forms early in the combustor and then declines toward
the exit and we published the results of our work in prominent
technical journals

this doesnt end the story while we were making these
measurements we were also working on ways to model this pollutant
formation process it is presumed that if you can predict a natural
occurrence you may be able to use the predictive method to identify
ways to control the event or at least to accommodate it thus scientists
and engineers strive to predict big events such as weather and
earthquakes as well as smaller events such as an automotive crash or
the combustion of coal

just how does one go about predicting a natural event the key
is that natural occurrences always take place according to the laws of
nature A model then is a mathematical solution of these laws often
simplified which can be used to obtain information that wasnt known
before lets look at a simple example suppose you wanted to determine
the loss of weight that took place when you baked a cake when the cake
bakes water in the cake mix is evaporated further the baking soda
sodium bicarbonate decomposes at high oven temperatures to release

carbon dioxide which helps the cake to rise other losses may also occur
the cake is thus lighter than the weight of its ingredients as shown in
illustration 6 to determine the loss in weight you would simply weigh
the cake batter in the pan before you baked the cake and then weigh the
cake after baking the difference is the loss of weight as anyone can see

in making this analysis we have applied a basic physical law in
any natural process matter or more exactly mass is neither created
or destroyed we think conceptually of the universe which we divide
into two parts the system to be investigated and the balance of
the universe we call the surroundings the system may be a cake a
furnace a rocket engine or the cylinder of an automobile engine while
the mass of a system can change as shown in illustration 7 the mass
of the universe must be constant thus for the cake the
mathematical expression determining the weight of ingredients lost
to the atmosphere is

weight loss on baking weight of ingredients weight of the baked cake

in a much more complex way this is how we calculate the formulation
of nitrogen oxide during coal combustion here we need several natural
laws including among others
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1 mass balances for each chemical element such as carbon hydrogen etc
2 energy balances for the gas and the coal
3 newtonsnewmonsNewtons laws of motion of the gas and the coal sometimes called

momentum balances

these equations are written for each of the little rectangles of the
coal reactor in illustration 8 just like the mass balance that was written
for the cake illustration 9 shows some of the complex balance equations
that must be solved but these equations are not enough because they
contain too many quantities that is variables that we dont know
A rule of mathematics is that you can only calculate one new quantity
that you didnt already know from each equation we used the cake
weight balance equation to calculate loss of weight during baking but
to do so we had to weigh the cake before and after that s what we
have to do with the coal furnace not weigh it before and after but
make many basic measurements of quantities to be used in our
equations forlur example we measure the rate at which small coal particles
react in oxygen for various temperatures we measure the fraction of
the various elements contained in the coal before it is burned such
as carbon hydrogen and of course nitrogen we measure the size of
the furnace and the flow rates of coal and air into the furnace we
measure the size of the coal particles after they are finely ground some
of the measurements are made in our laboratory and others are
basic measurements made at other laboratories thus a single
calculation of nitrogen oxide formation is based on literally hundreds
of measurements from laboratories throughout the world

taking this approach we launched into our model development
but it wasnt a trivial exercise in fact we have spent a decade
of time consumed more than one million dollars in contract research
funds and graduated four phd students all of whom made vital
contributions to the efforteffor08 18 after all of this we now have a model
thought to be the first of its kind which will calculate how nitrogen
oxide pollutant forms during coal combustion now other questions
arise does it predict what really happens will anyone else want to
use it Is the cost of a solution acceptable

we have used this model now for hundreds of predictions but
ill refer to only two illustrations 4 and 5 show comparisons of
predicted measured nitrogen oxide in a coal reactor the model predicts
the magnitude and the trends observed in the measurement in fact
given the complexity of this entire process the agreement was quite
satisfying and admittedly surprising to us this same type of agreement
has been observed in many other casesj9cases 19 to our knowledge this is the
only such method available for predicting nitrogen oxide formation
during coal combustion and we think of this as a significant
contribution
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with this success it would be natural to wonder now whether our
findings and methods have been used to reduce the level of nitrogen
oxide in large industrial systems todaystodays answer is most likely not
yet but the computer program of our mathematical model has been
obtained by about twentyfivetwenty five organizations in the united states
europe and japan its not a tool that you can just enter into the
computer and let the answers start printing out it may take a qualified
professional a year or so to become really familiar with the method
then you may wonder will these methods ever be used to help provide
us clean power I1 hope so thats what we want to occur thats why
we offer a summer course to teach these methods thats why we ve
written two books on coal combustion but it takes time to transfer
new ideas and technology to industrial use we just reached this state
of development a couple of years ago

maybe this will give you some idea of what we work on and how
we do it I1 ve told you about one problem that interests us we are
also working on several other combustion problems for example we
are studying the basic combustion processes of mixtures of pulverized
coal and water A coal water mixture forms a thick liquidlikeliquidlike pumpable
fuel that might be used to replace oil in some important applications
one promising potential use would be to burn the slurry in existing
electricity generating furnaces that were designed for oil we and other
researchers in the united states have shown that such mixtures can
be burned quite efficiently but much is yet to be learned about the
use of coal in this manner

we are continuing our work on combustion in dusty atmospheres
explosions of coal dust or grain dust or a host of other finely divided
substances occur far too commonly in our society we think that a
detailed understanding of the mechanisms governing these explosions
will be very important in achieving greater safety for the miners and
workers our research has already led to a significantly improved
knowledge of slowly moving laminar dust air flames we want to work
more on fast moving turbulent flames in the future

our research on the gasification of coal is also adding new
understanding on this important process coal can be partially
burned to produce fuel rich gases particularly carbon monoxide
and hydrogen which have a variety of uses forbor example these
gases can be converted to a substitute for natural gas for use in
heating our homes we have been characterizing the basic reaction
processes during coal gasification at high temperature and high
pressure we think that the detailed data from our laboratory gasifier
are the only such data available in all of these studies which involve
graduate students and faculty we try to make basic measurements
and describe the processes mathematically so we can understand what
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happens and with this understanding obtain some control over the
result

extinguishment WILL THE FLAME GO OUT

it depends on which flame we refer to how about the flame of
the combustion laboratory it burns as brightly today as ever and
candle wax still remains we are just concluding negotiations for our
largest research grant ever about 1.212 million over four years we will
develop a new model for application to full scale furnaces like that
shown in illustration 10 and maybe after that what we ve done will
have helped

we wont always work on fossil fuels but there will always be
important combustion problems to be solved youngyungmoungmung outstanding
faculty in our group are finding ways to mold their own candles and
before my candle flickers maybe I1 will have helped to light theirs

how about the flame of the university present and past prophets
have spoken about this in fact the last six presidents of the church
have been quoted in one direct way or another regarding this matter
president david 0 mckay said

because of its combination of revealed and secular learning brigham
young university is destined to become if not the largest at least the
most proficient institution of learning in the world producing scholars
with testimonies of the truth who will become leaders in science industry
art education letters and government 20

president kimball told us

I1 am both hopeful and expectant that out of this university and the
churchschurche educational system there will rise brilliant stars in drama
literature music sculpture painting science and in all the scholarly
graces this university can be the refining host for many such individuals
who will touch men and women the world over long after they have left
this campus 21

we have been warmed by these promises of prophecy the university
candle is lit and its flame will surely burn more brightly and each
of us can brighten that flame

to complete the candlestick analogy from matthew cited at the
beginning we read further let your light so shine before men that
they may see your good works and glorify your father which is in
heaven matt 516 then how about the flame of life itself pindar
the ancient greek poet reportedly said it this way the loss of flame
brings darkness but his glory burns brightly forever or from the
master himself we learn and that which is of god is light and he that
receivethreceiveth light and continuethcontinueth in god receivethreceiveth more light and that
light growethgroseth brighter and brighter until the perfect day dacd&c 5024



top view

illustration 10 LARGE SCALE FURNACE FOR generation OF POWER THROUGH
comubstion OF COAL
illustration courtesy of phillip J smith
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